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PREDICTION OF THE FUTURE
In the present we waste a lot of the natural
resources that are not regenerable.
The only one solution that we have is to
take care of the planet and the natural
resources right now.
To

prevent

the

ending

of

the

natural

resources is necessary that everybody start
taking measures like be careful with the
excessive use of the water, excessive use of
paper, pollution, etc.

Another thing that maybe is going to happen
in the future is that the technology is going
to increment and the human contact is going
to be loosed so we have to be shure of use
the technology in a proper way.

Technology
Lives would be very complicated as this helps
us to transport us or investigate. communicate
easily and in the future will be faster and less
complicated than in the present
communicate easily or transport us if sigie
haci the technological advances in the future
you can reach there voladore car, transparent
computers, toys etc type houses. the
technological se. became another of our
services and is one of the most important and
that more deals and more serious andvansed
And everything could get done and portable
touch and easy fill technology and all the
people would occupy his incredible speed and
would be portable.

Nature
Siberian tiger share 95.6% of their genome
with the domestic cat, which differed about
10.8 million years ago, according to a
pioneering study on feline published in the
journal Nature Communications.
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